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ROCK AND ROLL FANTASY

by Doctor Gonzo

I know you won’t believe this but Artificial Khaos productions made its first profits in over a decade. It
wasn’t on another failed attempt to make money on
shirts or dumping money into a no-budget film project. It was all about rock and roll. The 1st and Maybe Last Rock and Roll Derby was a smashing success.
But don’t take my word for it, ask someone who was
there. “It was a fantastic night of music.” said Elton
John. That’s right, the Queen Bee was downstairs at
the Eagles Club, “country music night”, to play some
stripped down country classics when he stumbled upstairs into the Derby. I barely recognized him without his toupe’. He first queried me on the identity of
the shorter “butch” Springsteen look-a-like and then
wafted to the bar for a Brandy Alexander. He stayed
through most of the Bastards set and I saw him stagger out the door as we kicked into the closing number of Zombie/Gimme Three Steps. Now, back to the
night.
Attendance at the Derby topped over 100 people,
which was well beyond my expectations. The upstairs
room at the FOE (Federation of Eagles) was amazingly
un-ironically retro. The stage was loaded with a mass
of assorted instruments, cords, equipment and lights.
All thanks to the John and the boys from Boeufcake
(technical assistance applause to PJ and Brett). The
show went almost all the way through without a technical error which happened 45 seconds into Cadillac
Ranch but did not deter the aforementioned Springsteen look-a-like.
Llewellyn took the stage first and wowed the crowd
with some original roots-rock standards that sounded like gold. Fact: average height of the members of
Llewellyn is 64 inches.

All the way from Walla Walla, The Table of Contents
did travel. It was pure pleasure to see Karl front this
greasy bunch of convicts. They poured out original after original song to the pleasure of the hard drinking crowd. TOC also spliced in a (promoter mandated)
roaring version of Gravity Gun. Their new album, Unravel and Return is out now. Don’t be stupid, buy a
copy.
The Bastard of Omaha meandered to the stage with
the opening number, “Passenger Side” and things get
blurry from there. The crowd seemed unaffected by the
prospect that the Bastards had added a member (Ray
Ray) or that we were plugged in (electric). Three original songs were included in the set, a first for the Bastards. One of these, the crowd pleasing number known
as, “The Ballad” will likely make us rich in the upcoming
months. Thanks to Fredd for coming up with this lascivious gem. The crowd got to witness what I claim is
the first ever reading of “Moby Dick” (Melville) over the
drum pounding of “Moby Dick” (Bonham). Great thanks
to A.J. Rathbun, poet and seafarer. Also, thanks to an
appearance by Casey Kasem (A. Sweet) who eloquently
dedicated a song to Jerome and Karl before we busted into the Husker Du classic, “Don’t Want to Know if
You are Lonely”. Big ups to my mates, Handsome Rob,
Fredd, Ray Ray and Robert Smith (Brett) for letting me
live out my rock and roll fantasies. Special thanks to
Brett for being able to play anything we asked.
I have some bootleg videos of the night which I will
post when I get the time. Big Thanks to Llewellyn,
Boeufcake and The Table of Contents. We me see you
at The 2nd and Maybe Last Rock and Roll Derby.

Beoufcake took the stage next. It was their first ever
live performance. They topped it off with a crowd
pleasing cover of Devo’s “Freedom of Choice”. I urge
them to keep playing live shows and hope that when
they make it big they give me some of the money.
AK
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by Stu
I had a hard time focusing my laser-like intellect on one subject for this
quarter’s AK. So please accept this half-assed collection of trivia, asides,
sports talk, and mean-spirited assaults on social conservatives in its stead.
ITEM: Jacob from Lost was one of Jackie Treehorn’s
thugs in The Big Lebowski. He was the one who
dunked the Dude’s head in the toilet. (“Obviously,
you’re not a golfer.”) DID I JUST BLOW YOUR MIND?
ITEM: Kansas will win the NCAA men’s basketball tournament. Mark it.

ITEM: St. Cloud State will not win the NCAA Hockey Tournament, but they will win a game in it for the
first time ever.
ITEM: Nebraska football godhead/whoretamer Ndamokung Suh’s name
translates into English as “House of Spears.” This is a true fact, and an
awesome one.
ITEM: If Joe Mauer isn’t signed to a long-term extension by the Twins’ home
opener, he will not be a Twin in 2011.
ITEM: Texas has approved changes to their state’s
school textbooks to make them more conservative/
hilarious. Now, I understand why they changed a description of the US government from “democratic” to
“constitutional Republic”: it’s a dick move, which is the raison d’etre of
modern conservativism. But the fact that they’re removing Kenyan socialist radical Thomas Jefferson from the curriculum and allowing for the discussion of cute little things like Intelligent Design in science class? That’s
just awesome.
ITEM: Nada Surf has a covers album coming out in June. If you still “buy”
music, I would recommend you do so in this case. Even you, Stash.
ITEM: Archer on FX is the funniest show on television. If you still “watch”
TV, I would recommend you do so in this case. Even you, Stash.
www.artificialkhaos.com			
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[GLORIOUS continued]

ITEM: Left Hand Milk Stout is a really good beer. If you still “drink” beer, I would recommend you do so in this case. Even you, Stash.

ITEM: Zombieland was not as good as Shaun of the Dead, but it is worth your rental money. If you still “rent” movies, I would recommend you do so in this case. Even you, Stash.

BEATLES OR STONES

Features

by Raoul J. Duke

As long as there have been cases in dorm rooms, I
suppose there have been inane questions of this
ilk. I didn’t know it was a real question until a few
weeks back when House M.D. asked it of one of
his patients, or the patient’s family member. Now,
I know full well that the editor of this Underground
Magazine hates House – even though he has never
seen it, or co-writes it – but I feel obligated to bring
it up for context. So House asks this guy, Beatles or
Stones? And it hits me, it’s not the answer that matters (because it’s obvious), it’s the delivery (edgy
yet eloquent). Well, the man stammers and House
mocks him. Then I realize that question is not supposed to be a reflection upon the responder or response (trite, at best) but the questioner (jackass,
unequivocally). The reason for this is because it is
not a fair question. You want your mom to say Beatles, your wife to say Stones and your lover to say Led
Zeppelin. The same thing happened about a decade
ago with Blur and Oasis, with the real answer being
Pulp. So maybe that is the point, it’s not a question
so much as a test to see how well informed the responder is in said domain. What would I say if House
asked me? What would Jesus say? Not to Beatles or
Stones, but to any or-based question, the response
of which is neither intended to be inclusive or exclusive, but rather altclusive. Sh*t, what would Bertrand
Russell say? So this put me in an anxious position. I
missed the rest of House worrying about all manner
of altclusive questions that might be posed to me on
the street or in the workplace. How could any indiAK

		

vidual prepare for such obfuscation? So I rewound
House and watched it again (yes, I have a VCR). But
my mind was still stuck inside of Main St. with the
Revolver blues again. If someone asks me U2 or
REM, what will I say? Radiohead? The Tragically Hip?
Wilco? Altclusive is hard. It introduces and new dimension. First you have over, and then up, and now
orthogonal again, but to both of them. Might there
be some queries that have no definitive answer?
Like Staubach or Bradshaw? Might there be some
that need to rely on opinion? No, I can’t accept it.
There must be a universal altclusive response for every situation. This is the only way out of my ongoing
feud with the editor of this Underground Magazine.
Obviously we both love Led Zeppelin, but when the
question of early Cinderella or Skid Row comes up,
it gets divisive. The worst one to date is Star Trek or
Star Wars (and now he’s indoctrinating his Mini-Me,
gnome head and all). For those who don’t know, Star
Trek is a cerebral science fiction series that relies on
savant swagger, fierce logic, post-post-modern philosophy and Lieutenant Commander Data; while
Star Wars is an eye-confectionery, Disney-Archetypal
Hexology (Hepta- TBA) for people breast fed too late.
It’s like comparing CHiPS to The Wire, or Harry Potter to Lord of the Rings. Yet, we must find way out. A
compromise won’t work. Agreeing to disagree is for
pussies. We need an altclusive response, so we can
both save face and remain friends. What’s it gonna
be then, eh? Screwgie or knuckleball?
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by Tom “T-Pain” Phillips
Over the past year I have decided to join my own
political party and move out of this future European
Socialist country. I will be moving immediately to a
cabin in the Rocky Mountains as soon as I figure out
how to get there without using Forest Service roads.
Meanwhile I think we should all live by the following
standards:
THE ANTI-SOCIALIST/TEA BAGGER CONTRACT
I, ________________________, do solemnly swear to
uphold the principles of a socialism-free society and
heretofore pledge my word that I shall strictly adhere
to the following:
I will complain about the destruction of 1st Amendment Rights in this country, while I am duly being allowed to exercise my 1st Amendment Rights.
I will complain about the destruction of my 2nd
Amendment Rights in this country, while I am duly being allowed to exercise my 2nd Amendment rights by
legally but brazenly brandishing unconcealed firearms
in public.
I will foreswear the time-honored principles of fairness, decency, and respect by screaming unintelligible
platitudes regarding tyranny, Nazi-ism, and socialism
at public town halls. Also.
I pledge to eliminate all government intervention in
my life. I will abstain from the use of and participation in any socialist goods and services including but
not limited to the following:
•Social Security
•Medicare/Medicaid
•State Children’s Health Insurance Programs (SCHIP)
•Police, Fire, and Emergency Services
•US Postal Service
•Roads and Highways
•Air Travel (regulated by the socialist FAA)
•The US Railway System
AK

		

•Public Subways and Metro Systems
•Public Bus and Lightrail Systems
•Rest Areas on Highways
•Sidewalks
•All Government-Funded Local/State Projects (e.g.,
see Iowa 2009 federal senate appropriations)
•Public Water and Sewer Services (goodbye socialist
toilet, shower, dishwasher, kitchen sink, outdoor hose!)
•Public and State Universities and Colleges
•Public Primary and Secondary Schools
•Sesame Street
•Publicly Funded Anti-Drug Use Education for Children
•Public Museums
•Libraries
•Public Parks and Beaches
•State and National Parks
•Public Zoos
•Unemployment Insurance
•Municipal Garbage and Recycling Services
•Treatment at Any Hospital or Clinic That Ever Received Funding From Local, State or Federal Government (pretty much all of them)
•Medical Services and Medications That Were Created
or Derived From Any Government Grant or Research
Funding (again, pretty much all of them)
•Socialist Byproducts of Government Investment Such
as Duct Tape and Velcro (Nazi-NASA Inventions)
•Use of the Internets, email, and networked computers, as the DoD’s ARPANET was the basis for subsequent computer networking
•Foodstuffs, Meats, Produce and Crops That Were
Grown With, Fed With, Raised With or That Contain
Inputs From Crops Grown With Government Subsidies
•Clothing Made from Crops (e.g. cotton) That Were
Grown With or That Contain Inputs From Government
Subsidies
If a veteran of the government-run socialist US military, I will forego my VA benefits and insist on paying
for my own medical care. I will not tour socialist government buildings like the Capitol in Washington, D.C.
I pledge to never take myself, my family, or my chil-
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dren on a tour of the following types of socialist locations, including but not limited to:
•Smithsonian Museums such as the Air and Space Museum or Museum of American History
•The socialist Washington, Lincoln, and Jefferson Monuments
•The government-operated Statue of Liberty
•The Grand Canyon
•The socialist World War II and Vietnam Veterans Memorials
•The government-run socialist-propaganda location
known as Arlington National Cemetery
•All other public-funded socialist sites, whether it be
in my state or in Washington, DC
I will urge my Member of Congress and Senators to
forego their government salary and government-provided healthcare.
I will oppose and condemn the government-funded
and therefore socialist military of the United States
of America.
I will boycott the products of socialist defense contractors such as GE, Lockheed-Martin, Boeing,
Northrop Grumman, General Dynamics, Raytheon,
Humana, FedEx, General Motors, Honeywell, and hundreds of others that are paid by our socialist government to produce goods for our socialist army.
I will protest socialist security departments such as
the Pentagon, FBI, CIA, Department of Homeland Security, TSA, Department of Justice and their socialist
employees.

MOST SACRELIGIOUS
THINGS I’VE DONE
by Reverend Wild Bill
10. Drink Jim Beam in Notre Dame from the bottle.
9. Spill some Beam on the floor “for my homies”
8. using that crucifix for a dildo
7. steal the communion wine
6. lie about stealing the communion wine
5. skip uncle Hermans funeral to go to SCSU homecoming.
4. Peeing on that priest with Alzheimers while he
blest me.
3. Adding “special sauce” to the eggs at the youth
leadership breakfast
2. buying really good dope with the money I was
supposed to give the deacon who baptisied my son.
1. Stealing my Mom’s bible and defecating on it for
my art 103 class.

Upon reaching eligible retirement age, I will tear up
my socialist Social Security checks.
Upon reaching age 65, I will forego Medicare and pay
for my own private health insurance until I die.
_____________ _________________________

Signed Printed Name/Town and State
AK
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Cash, Eaton & Laimbeer

Lyla Beth Marsden

Anybody’s Guess??
1) Betty White’s Diaper
2) The face on Mars
3) Brett’s dirty couch folds
4) A Teabagger

Rondi Lou Two

AK
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DOCTOR GONZO PRESENTS

ROCK & ROLL DERBY

SALMON BAY EAGLES 04-03-10 @ 8PM
The Table of Contents
Boeufcake Llewellyn
Bastards of Omaha

Cover $5
Doors 7pm

COMMEMORATIVE POSTER
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Poet Station ~ To Gin by A.J. Rathbun
It’s 10 am, and the word gin spills
out accompanied by a gentle twitch, Junipers communis
and I’m stuck in office chairs and prickly socks
distilled to only a toast: here’s to brisk bottles
and hosts, a soldiery row at ease waiting
for another vested soul to pull them down,
to start gin’s accented engine. Where to begin,
in my dream of gin? I’ll open with noon’s
luncheon sin, a Martini made on dry’s couth
side, winnowed twist, skip the olive, its briny mistake
like the sobering taste in your mouth
from a long-forgotten first date,
then I say amble into another kick in short pants,
a opaque smile designed for those desiring lack,
gin’s pocket compass, the Gimlet camped
in cocktail glass freshly limed, please, or take
it back and listen to me swear, thirsty.
And then there’s the way I lisp, like a trout,
after three Bronx in row, orange blessing
and fraternal vermouths, gin within and without
while I’ve lost another hour, now, absent gin’s zoo,
gin’s mill, gin’s soak, boots, piano, truth,
gin burn and gin singe, tingle and curaçao
blossoming into caraway and angelica root.
Give me the Rickey’s twentieth century sass,
bubble my black suspenders with Vespers nightly
losing sleep with Lillet before breakfast,
get me a big tray made from lime’s core, a White Lady
up on the chaise, Cointreau cornered
by gin and it’s 2 pm, somewhere eyeballs eye
Italians, gin’s Florentine mourner
wreathed in orange oil, bitter and red. But I
almost left the Campari out of the stanza
during my reverie of Negronis. I like mine up
AK
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but won’t turn gin away, even if tepid
I’ll take any highball, rocked and passed abruptly
across the room, a dimly lit gin sashay,
where the Last Word slips beneath sheets,
gin cuddling Marschino, Chartreuse, and lime swaying
into another ménage, making gray sky incomplete
unless someone, me, you, drinks them penitent
for what we will now receive: pass the gin, please,
echoes over cubes or neat, penitentiary
pleats or double strained, petticoated , and greased
with Angostura. The preference of ladies, Pink.
The gin, after three straight rounds, speaks:
Old Tom, London Dry, Hollands, Genever, Plymouth.
Thinking Englishly, I’ll be round in an hour, work
winks at shaker boys, undress cocktail waitresses
of cocktail napkins, blame gin, naturally,
and gin will soak it all in, knows it takes us places
we long to live within, from the Cornwall’s
coast to the furnace room under my Pierre St.
pied-à-terre where I tipped a bottle with soda
and a sliver of scotch (gin’s not afraid to meet
another as it turns the dark to stars), a comma
to New Orleans, Henry C. Ramos, and gin’s comfortable motion, full conjunction between juices lime and
lemon, sugar, cream, egg, divine orange flower water,
an afternoon’s worth in one glass and time,
time, time, there’s never enough gin
or enough balance on my credit card, it’s not even
the end of the day, but I won’t delay gin’s hard choices longer, a sip here and there like a bartender’s grin,
I’ve finally reached the bar and the words I’ve lingered
until five to hear--what’ll it be friend-come without stopping. I breathe, unbend,
and say, finally, for me, make it gin.
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“a graphic-free graphic novel”
by Sam Chao
Chapter 2: The Encounter
My heart raced and my stomach felt terrible. It was
as if I just scarfed down an extra large double cheese
pizza, and I’m extremely lactose intolerant. The pressure in my gut was instantly unbearable but it was too
late. Without any mental awareness, I had already
started uttering nonsense.
“My uncle is very high up at UN. Maybe he can help
you if your passport is totally lost?” I said to her. We
both realized at the same time that someone from
the United Nations could not replace a lost Canadian
passport, but that was the best line I could conjure
up.

about we see the town anyway? If you’ll come visit, I
can show you around.
”If you asked men that were capable of picking up
women how to pick up women, I think they would say
that you need to meet them and build rapport. Only
after that should you ask them out.
She looked at me and I could sense that there was an
inner smile. She wasn’t fazed by my rather unplanned
and inappropriate invitation. In fact, there was actually a slight pause, as if she was contemplating her
decision.

“Thanks. But just how would the UN help?” she asked. “My friends and I will be going on the underground
It was obvious my offer was not well thought out, but tour. If you’d like, I suppose you could join us. Have
it was nice of her to actually question it without ridi- you done it before?” she asked genuinely.
culing me. How would I get out of this?
I was shocked. She actually wanted to see me. But it
“Oh, I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have made bad joke in your was that point that I realized that her friends were
troubled times. I’m not working tomorrow until 4:00 staring at me. In my head, they were judging me. The
PM, so I’ll be very happy to take you to passport of- frumpy one had a look of disgust, as if I didn’t underfice if you need?” This was brilliant. If she agreed, stand my pecking order in society. I was not meant
she would be so impressed with my car and my driving for someone beautiful. I was an awkward Asian restauskills. Although my Supra is built for speed, it does rateur with no life, no options and no hopes.
have leather seats and other features that make it a
premium car. The thought of this was very exciting, “That would be fun. Of course, your friends here have
since she would only be the second woman to ever sit to be okay with me coming. Friends, what do you
in it…that wasn’t related to me.
think?” I asked, confidently. In some ways, I thought
that was pretty smooth. I would befriend the friends.
“Thanks Sammy. I think I’ll be fine. Come to think of
it, it’s probably just in my other purse.”
“I’m not sure. You don’t even know our names,” said
the chubby one, with her chubby attitude. There was
I was crushed. The disappointment was very evident. a slight pause and then a very forced smiled followed.
Scott picked up on this and cracked a smile. We know “Umm…sure, you can tag alone.
each other well, and he knew that I had just lost an
opportunity to impress her with my ride.
”I was about to go on my first date. A group date.
“Well, I hope your passport is in other purse. How
AK
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by Johan Martin
It started partly as a joke, but also because I didn’t
have enough money to buy myself food. I work
at the Starbucks headquarters answering e-mails
douchebags write to the company about how their
lattes don’t have enough foam and other such nonsense. As you can imagine, there’s kitchens every
fifty feet in the building and these kitchens house
espresso machines where the little worker ants like
me can make themselves lattes. Near these espresso
machines are refrigerators containing dozens of gallons of milk each for the lattes. But I didn’t have
enough money to buy myself food so I started subsiding on these many gallons of milk. Which you’re
not supposed to do. I decided if I was going to work
there at that stupid job answering those stupid emails listening to my coworkers prattle on about their
own special breed of nonsense watching my more advanced friends go out and get themselves good jobs,
jobs in advertising and such, I would resign myself to
never grow up. In fact I’d take it a step farther. I’d
actually digress. I’d go from being a man back to being a baby. A giant 175 lb. baby with a state issued
ID & the ability to grow facial hair. Can you imagine
rows and rows of cubicles housing giant adult babies
all chugging their adult sized cups of milk staring at
their computer screens reading people’s complaints
about their lattes and stooping to their level by
type, type, typing away and answering them, emotionally relating to them, understanding them because they too are now babies themselves?
I called it Operation Baby. And it was a success.
After a few weeks of subsiding on an all milk diet day
after day the human body begins to conform to one’s
maddening desire to find death in the opposite direction human development is pointing you in. You’re no
longer nourished the way you need to be. You’re not
getting all the complex little things an adult body
craves in order to remain caged in the topiary wiring
an adult body’s caged by. It shows. You start getting
AK

		

fat, but not like a rich person fat. You’re not happy
and well rounded looking. You’re not healthy. You’re
basically the opposite of healthy. You’re fat but
weak. And all you wanna do is sleep. Reading about
how some pussy in New York’s vanilla latte tasted like
it contained three pumps of vanilla syrup rather than
the customary four over and over and over again does
not help keep you awake. You start to fall asleep at
your desk & the guy next to you keeps waking you
up so the boss doesn’t catch and fire you. You zone
out more and more during the halfway lucid moments,
as your job grows more and more robotic. (Are you
even reading these e-mails anymore? Click to Open,
Copy & Paste, Visual Recognition of the familiar words
[‘bad,’ ‘not what I’ve come to expect,’ ‘paying $4 for a
cup of coffee,’ ‘stockholder,’ etc.], brief typing, click
to send a form letter to apologize along with a couple coupons to “get a couple drinks on us,” click to
close.) As you zone out, you dream of your mother
who you haven’t seen in years because you can’t afford airfare to fly back to Missouri where she lives
now. Instead you tell coworkers amusing little anecdotes about the time she got stoned and confessed to
giving your former step-father a golden shower outside the trailer door of the doublewide they shared
at the time. You make fun of her & belittle her for
her backwoods eccentricities which you secretly love
because they’re perfectly opposite from the boring
soulless ranting of your coworkers who repeatedly
chastise you for being too liberal with the coupons
you send people (“the service recovery.”
THEY ACTUALLY CARE ABOUT THIS COMPANY’S MONEY. THAT IS THE CUTEST MOST ADORABLE THING
YOU’VE EVER HEARD!
A tear wells up in your eye as you think of mom. (Are
you gonna cry at work?) You’re sitting there, bloated,
tired, about to cry over missing your mom who you
haven’t seen in what feels like forever, and that’s when
you realize. You soiled yourself. Also, you might puke
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a little. It feels like there’s a swelling balloon in your
tummy and if only there was some way to just let a
little bit of the air out then you might be okay. But
you don’t wanna make any sudden movements right
now or do anything to attract attention to yourself. You pooped. God knows how much. What will
you do? Sit there until everyone else has gone home
for the night, and then waddle into the Men’s room
to check? Men’s room. What a joke. You’re not a
man. You did it. It worked. And that’s when tears
as hot as your shit start getting crapped out of the
malnourished tear ducts of your eye-holes. There it
is. Now you can feel it. Operation Baby. . .was a success.

Tasteless Internet Find

BASTARDS DERBY SET LIST
1. PASSENGER SIDE
2. BABY PLEASE COME HOME
PHARM ACCIDENT INTRO
3. WINDSHIELD/IMMIGRANT
4. 10 AM AUTOMATIC
5. DEVIL INSIDE
UNCLE DONNY INTRO
6. THE BALLAD
7. MOBY DICK W/ AJ RATHBUN
8. DO YOU LOVE ME
ANDY INTRO
9. DON’T WANNA KNOW
LONELY
10. BAD LUCK – BAND INTROS
11. CADILLAC RANCH
12. ZOMBIE/3 STEPS

AK
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by Kung Fu Mike
Artist
Sterling Loons
The Delicious
Library is on Fire
The Dudes
Vanderbuilte

Wilting in the Sun
It’s Not Time to Die
Guilding the Lily
Do the Right Thing
I’m Your Rock & Roll

Album
What To Do in Trouble
The Delicious The Delicious
Magic Windows, Magic Nights
Brain Heart Guitar
Going Home

Kashmir
Standard Fare
Bishop Allen
Heavens
The Quit
The Whigs
The Word Play
Fields

Jewel Drop
Love Doesn’t Just Stop
Dimmer
Patent Pending
Ghosts
Right Hand on My Heart
Three
You Brought This on Yourself

No Balance Palace
Yellow?
Grrr…
Patent Pending
Minus Tide
Mission Control
How I Became Illustrated
everything Last Winter

The Weather Machines
Kashmir
Bogart and the Addictives
Koufax
Mexico 70
The Mommyheads
Japanese Motors
The Pretty Black Chains
Fluoxetine
The Old Haunts
Gods of Blitz
Silver Griffen
Gramercy Arms
Frank Jordan
Eureka Gold
The Makes Nice
Howlies
Village Green
The Herms
Sam Keenan
Canadian Invasion
Pink Noise Test
Morning Runner
Criminal Shift
The Interiors
The June
White Denim
Voxhaul Broadcast

Northern Lights
She’s Made of Chalk
Get Rid Earl Gray
Facsimile
Peace and Love
You Keep on Looking Back
Better Trends
Ambulance
Time
Hurricane Eyes
Psychology
Baby
Automation
Looked Around
Rowley Downs
Take Over
Woman
Let it Go
Record Machine
Boom Boom Boom
One Hand Claps the Other
All The Same to Me
Be All You Want Me To Be
Silent as the Bear
I’m So Happy
Living in the Park
Shake Shake Shake
Why Not

The Sound of Pseudoscience
No Balance Palace
Bogart and the Addictives
Strugglers
Thirty Five Whirlpools Below Sound
The Mommyheads
Japanese Motors
The Pretty Black Chains
Two Weeks and Holidays
Poisonous Times
Stolen Horse
Bay Collective: Los Kamikaze Records
Gramercy Arms
Milk the Thrills
Eureka Gold
This Time Tomorrow
Trippin’ With Howlies
The Village Green
Record Machine
All the Dark Colored Markers Went Dry
Three Cheers for the Invisible Hand
Plasticized
Wilderness is Paradise Now
The Fiction
54 Degrees 40 Minutes or Fight
Magic Circles
Explosion
Rotten Apples

AK

		

Song
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NOTORIOUS V.I.G. TOP TEN LIST

10 (1)

departments

by Viggy Smalls

Top Ten To-Do’s This Spring
10. Introduce the world to Megan Vigesaa.
9. THROW SOMETHING ON THE GROUND!!!
8. Take down live Nativity scene by returning the monkey,
donkey, 9-iron, and bouncy castle.
7. Convince Olympic Committee Leg Wrestling is a sport.
London 2012 here I come…
6. Challenge Bean to hot dog eating contest at Canterbury.
5. Bike 500 miles yards feet this spring.
4. Before shaving, offer discounted mustache rides.
3. Buy new set of golf clubs. Realize new clubs do not help,
realize golf is exercise. Go back and lay on the couch.
2. Wash and iron all my nut-hugger shorts.
1. Start writing for AK once again.

AK
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APOCRYPHER NEWS WIRE
Busted Flat in Fargo

10 (1)

news

New Album Release

Tequila Rose is hitten the ladies
hard down by the Red River.
The FM Monkey Wenches have
a stellar record. Beware on the
flooded sidewalks of Fargo, if
you see Tequila out for a stroll
on her wheels, it’s best to stay
clear.
by Apocrypher Press
Judy Judy Judy
Former Saint Cloud,
MN ex-mayoral candidate was summoned
to the most judicious
judge this side of
Judge Dredd. Stash
Zyka’s father-in-law is
a well known landlord in St. Cloud and evidently has
some morons for renters. [LINK]
by Apocrypher Press
Kosel Travel
Kosel Travel is now ready for take off. Sara Kosel is
back behind the scenes getting you the cheapest
flight, hotels and hook-ups to score a perfect vacation. by Apocrypher Press
Palin Poll
A recent anonymous poll of Apocrypher readers
show only 2% of our readers believe Sarah Palin
could lead the country as the Commander in Chief.
When questioned further, the 2% (Brooze & the
saint) thought we meant the porn star who plays
Sarah Palin in the movie Nailin’ Palin. This brings the
poll numbers to 0%. by Apocrypher Press

AK

		

THE TABLE OF CONTENTS: Unravel & Return
Track list:
1. Lyre of Orpheus
2. A Certain Grace
3. The Army Killed Elvis
4. Spinning on a Tether
5. Look Away
6. All Your Troubles
7. Mermaid Kisses
8. These Broken Hearts
9. Someday Soon
10. Something in the Yard
Purchase:
iTunes
http://itunes.apple.com/us/album/unravel-return/
id363956276
Other info: Recorded at Jackpot! in Portland, Ore.
Mixed by Mike Coykendal
by Apocrypher Press
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ASK AL

10 (1)

departments

by Al Swearengen
Dear Al,
I was playing a friendly game of pick-up basketball
with some buddies, but one of them plays pretty
rough and kinda dirty, if you ask me. I’m in despair
over it. He also talks a lot of trash, testing my patience. Should I talk to him about his physical play?
Beaten Friend
Dear Beaten Friend,
Are you dead? No. So including last night, that’s
three f**king damage incidents that didn’t kill you.
Pain or damage don’t end the world, or despair, or
merciless beatings. The world ends when you’re dead.
Until then, you got more punishment in store. Stand
it like a man -- and give some back.
A full fair-mindedness requires us also to report that
within the Gem, on Deadwood’s main thoroughfare,
comely whores, decently priced liquor and the squarest games of chance in the hills remain unabatedly
available at all hours, seven days a week.
Dear Al,
I daydream of becoming a writer someday, but all of
my energy is sapped at the office. All I ever do all day
is sit in meetings and get nothing accomplished. What
should I do?
Unfulfilled Yuppie
AK

		

Dear Unfulfilled Yuppie,
I don’t want to meet with these cocksuckers, but you
have to. You know in life, you gotta do a lot of things
you don’t want to f**king do. In fact, that’s what the
f**k life is sometimes: one vile f**king task after another. But you can’t get aggravated, because then the
enemy has you by the short hairs.
Dear Al,
I’m involved with a wonderful woman, but she’s accepted a job on the other side of the country. I don’t
want the relationship to end, but I also don’t want to
leave my home of 15 years. She also has large breasts.
Should I consider compromising and pursuing a longdistance relationship?
Torn Lover
Dear Torn Lover,
Jesus Christ, the world abounds in p**sy of every kind,
including hers. Don’t you think I don’t understand. I
mean, what can anyone of us ever really f**kn’ hope
for, huh? Except for a moment here and there with a
person who doesn’t want to rob, steal or murder us? At
night, it may happen. Sun-up, one person against the
f**kn’ wall, the other may hop on the f**kn’ bed trusting each other enough to tell half the f**king truth.
Everybody needs that. Becomes precious to deem. They
don’t want to see it f**ked with.
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KHAOS KLASSIFIEDS

COMMERCE

Artificial Khaos Productions
presents the new face of
Khaos. Check out the newly
designed web site. A new
media section collects most
of our film and video projects in one convenient place.
Enjoy.Click on graphic
teleport.

Birdbath Radio

10 (1)

Retrofitted Designs

Elemental Studio

A.J. Rathbun

Alex Doerffler Photography

McCauliflower
BUY THESE BOOKS

Bruno Press

The TOC

Cash Richard Kosel
bellyblog-willie.blogspot.com
KHAOS apparel
[click to link]
AK
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